Abstract. We study the radii of p-adic convergence of solutions at a generic point of homogeneous linear differential operators whose coefficients are analytic elements. As an application we prove a conjecture of P. Robba (for a certain class of operators) concerning the relation between radii of convergence and index on analytic elements. We also give an explicit factorization theorem for p-adic differential operators, based on the radii of generic convergence and the slopes of the associated Newton polygon.
Introduction
Motivated by the recent results of P. Robba [10, 11] relating the index of 77-adic linear differential operators to the generic radius of convergence of their homogeneous solutions, in this work we make a detailed study of the radii of p-adic convergence of such solutions at a generic point. We then use the information obtained to verify that the index-radius formula conjectured by Robba [10, §4.13] does indeed hold for a certain class of operators. In addition, we use the correspondence between radii of convergence of solutions and slopes of the associated Newton polygon to describe an explicit factorization of linear differential operators, which is an extension of the factorizations given in [5] . We conclude with several other applications, demonstrating in particular how these results give information concerning the description of solutions unbounded in the generic disk and of solutions at irregular singular points.
It has been known for some time [5, 8] that there is a factorization of linear differential operators corresponding to the filtration of the solution space near the generic point according to radius of convergence and growth conditions. B. Dwork and P. Robba have also shown that there is a factorization related to the associated Newton polygon [5, §6.2.3.3] . However, this latter result treated only the first side of the Newton polygon, and the relation between these two factorizations remained unclear; furthermore, there have been no general methods for determining the precise radii of convergence of solutions at a generic point, or for determining when distinct radii of convergence will occur. In addition to giving exact formulae for the radii of convergence, the present work also provides a connection between several objects associated to a p-adic differential operator, in particular, the index, the radii of convergence of solutions at the generic point, and the Newton polygon. Our main result (Theorem 3.1 below)
gives the relationship between the slopes of the Newton polygon and the radii of convergence of solutions at generic points. This result is the first we know of that gives formulae for the exact radii of generic convergence of solutions for such a wide class of operators, without any hypothesis on the existence of Frobenius structures. In Corollary 4.1 we reiterate this result in terms of the factorizations of the operator, providing the connection between the factorizations of § §4 and 6 of [5] . Corollary 4.3 shows the relationship between radius of generic convergence and index on analytic elements.
In [12] Robba has conjectured a formula for the index on ^¿(\)k+x of the kth symmetric power of the p-adic Bessel operator, based on a conjecture concerning the effect of ramification of the variable on the index [11, §8.3] . In [13] we have used the methods found in this paper to show that for the odd symmetric powers of the Bessel operator, this latter conjecture is indeed true relative to sufficiently small disks about the irregular singular point at 00. We believe that these methods and the methods of Robba [11] will allow us to extend this result to the even symmetric powers as well. We intend to return to this question in a future paper.
The results of this paper represent a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation [13] . The reader is referred to [ 13] for more complete details and additional remarks. The author would also like to thank A. Adolphson for many helpful conversations during the entire course of this work.
Notation and preliminaries
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, complete under a nonarchimedean valuation, ord, which is normalized so that ordp = 1, where p > 0 is the characteristic of the residue class field of K. We imbed K in an extension field Q which is algebraically closed, complete under a valuation extending that of K, linearly disjoint from K(x) over K, and whose valuation ring contains a unit t whose image t in the residue class field is transcendental over the residue class field of K. We also suppose that the absolute value thus induced on ÎÏ by ord is normalized so that \p\ = p~x ; therefore if x £ Í2 is such that |x| = r, then ordx = -logr, where log refers to the usual real logarithm to the base p. Also, throughout this paper we will adopt a fairly standard notation, using it to denote a solution in K to np~x = -p .
Let |ÍT| = {|x|: xefi\{0}} be the multiplicative group of values of Q*. By our hypotheses |Q*| is dense in R+ . For a £ Q and re |Q*| we define the circumferenced and uncircumferenced disks B(a,r+) = {x£Cl: \x-a\<r}, B(a ,r~) = {x£Cl: \x -a\ < r}.
If c £ K, we say that t £ Q is a (c, r)-generic point if \t -c\ = r > 0 and B(t, r~) n K = 0. The disk B(t, r~) is called a (c, r)-generic disk.
(In Robba's terminology [10] , t is called a generic point on the circumference C(c, r), and B(t, r~) is called a generic disk of the circumference C(c, r).) By our hypotheses on fi there exist (c, r)-generic points for every c £ K and every r £ |Q*|.
We now define, for each c £ K and r £ R+ , an absolute value | • \c(r) on K(x) as follows: For / 6 K[x], write f = J2 a¡(x -c)1 and define \f\e(r) = sup \ai\r1. i We extend the definition of | • \c(r) to rational functions h = g/f by setting l*lc(r) = |s|c(r)/|/|c(r), where f, g £ K [x] . It is well known that this definition is independent of the choice of g, f, and that in fact \h\c(r) = \h(t)\ for all h £ K(x) and all (c, r)-generic points t. We define ECJ to be the completion of K(x) under the norm | • \c(r) ; the K-algebra ECyf is then a (nonarchimedean) Banach space over K. Note that the field £n, i is precisely the field E described in [5] .
A subset A of P(Q) is said to be a (c, r)-very standard set if A is a union of sets which are either of the form B(a¡, r~) with \a¡ -c\ < r, or the set B(c, r+)c. (In [5] , Dwork and Robba have used the term "very standard set" to describe what would be called a " (0, l)-very standard set" in our terminology.)
If A is a subset of P(Q) with d(A, Ac) > 0 (in particular, if A is a very standard set), we define R(A) to be the set of all / 6 K(x) which as functions on P(Q) have no poles on A. A function / : A -> Q. is an analytic element on A if it is the uniform limit on A of a sequence in R(A) ; we denote the set of analytic elements on A by H (A). The 7C-algebra H (A) is then a (nonarchimedean) Banach space over K under the supremum norm H/11,4 = supxe^ \f(x)\. The advantage of working with very standard sets is that if A is a (c, r)-very standard set and / £ H (A), then \f\c(r) = ||/|U ; this is easily verified for / £ R(A) and extended to f £ H (A) by continuity.
If A is a subset of P(Q) with d(A, Ac) > 0, we define M (A), the field of meromorphic elements on A, to be the field of quotients of the integral domain The reader is referred to [8, 9] for some of the basic properties of indices. In addition, we will also need the following propositions. Proof. This is a simple modification of the proof of Proposition 2.1.8 of [2] . We may consider the elements of 9\c,r (resp. ®A ) as linear transformations on ECyf (resp. H (A) ); however, as linear operators the elements of dKA need not be stable on 77(^4). Therefore our index results will be phrased in terms of elements of <ÔA, although for purposes of generality we will phrase our convergence results in terms of elements of 5HC ; r.
Let L -q0D" + qxDn~x H-\-qn-XD + qn be a monic element of 9tc,r. The primary focus of this work is to determine the exact radii of convergence p(u) of solutions u(x) of the homogeneous equation Lu -0 which are analytic in a neighborhood of a (c, r)-generic point t. Following Robba [10] , since we wish to relate this to the index of elements L of &A on H(B(c, r*)), we will use xt(L> r) t0 denote this index, and for first order operators we denote by Pc(L, r) the radius of convergence of the nontrivial solutions of Lu -0 at a (c, r)-generic point /.
To generalize this definition for rcth order operators L as above, we define
where the supremum is over all sets of n linearly independent solutions {ux, ... , u"} of Lu = 0 at t. We note that by Lemma 3.3 below, the supremum is actually a maximum, since the set of possible values for the />(«,) is discrete. A basis of solutions 93 = {ux , ... , un} of L at t for which the maximum is attained will be called an optimal basis for the kernel of L at i. Our aim will be to relate the radii of convergence of the elements in an optimal basis for L at t to the absolute values of the roots of the polynomial
At(L)(X) = q0(t)Xn + qx(t)kn-x +■■■ + qn_x(t)X + qn(t).
Since \h(t)\ = \h\c(r) for all (c, r)-generic points t and all h £ Ec¡r, the magnitudes of the roots of Ar(L) are independent of the choice of t. By means of left multiplication by q^x we may assume that L is monic (i.e., qo = 1 ) without affecting the roots of A,(L) or the solutions at t.
The convergence theorem
We now state our principal result. and is bounded on this disk.
(ii) Corresponding to every root X of At(L) satisfying \X\ <r~x there is an element of 23 which converges at least on the disk
and is bounded on this disk.
Before we prove this theorem we need some preliminary results. Then if \\RoL-\\\p is bounded away from zero independent of R € 9îc, r, there exist nontrivial solutions of L at t which converge at least on the disk B(t, p~). ord(x-i) > --+\og\q\c(r), and this is the precise disk of their convergence.
(ii) If q satisfies \(x-c)q\c(r) < 1, then the nontrivial solutions u(x) to Lu = 0 near a (c, r)-genericpoint t converge at least on the disk (3.4) ord(x -t) >-+ ord(/ -c),
and are bounded on this disk.
Proof. Yet u(x) be a solution to Lu = 0 which is analytic in a neighborhood of t, and which is normalized so that u(t) = 1. Since Du + qu = 0, we may define functions {bm}m>o such that Dmu = bmu. We find that bo = 1, bx = -q , b2 = q2 -q', and, in general, for m > 0 the bm satisfy the recursion formula
Since each bm is a polynomial in q and its derivatives with integer coefficients, it follows that bm £ECyT for all m . Therefore, since t isa (c, r)-generic point, we have \bm(t)\ = \bm\c(r). By Taylor's theorem, in a neighborhood of t we have u(x) = £^(x-tr, m=0 since we assume u(t) = 1. We will determine the radius of convergence of u by computing \bm\c(r).
First suppose that q £ Ec>r satisfies |(x -c)q\c(r) > 1 ; we therefore have \q\c(r) > r~x.
Since bm £ ECyT, Proposition 2.2 shows that \b'm\c(r) < r~l\bm\c(r), while on the other hand we have \-qbm\c(r) > r~x\bm\c(r) for all m. By applying induction to (3.5), we find that \bm\c(r) = \qm\c(r) for all m > 0. Therefore, from the Taylor expansion of u, it follows that u(x) converges and is bounded on the disk given by (3.3) , and that this is the exact domain of convergence for all solutions at t.
In the case where |(x -c)q\c(r) < 1, a similar induction argument applied to (3.5) shows that \bm\c(r) < r~m for all m . It then follows from the Taylor expansion of u that the solutions of L at / all converge on the disk (3.4) and are bounded on this disk; however, it is possible that they may converge on a larger disk.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We proceed by induction on the order of L. We have already proven this theorem in the case where n = 1 (Lemma 3.4). Suppose then that n > 1 and assume that the theorem has been proven for all monic elements of ÍRc,r of order less than n . Let L £ W,cr be as in the statement of the theorem; then if u(x) is any solution to Lu -0 which is analytic in a neighborhood of t From these formulae it is clear that each b" e ECjT.
If every root X of A,(L) satisfies |A| < r~x, it follows from the theory of Newton polygons that |tf/|c(r) < r~> for all j . From (3.6) it is then easy to verify that \b^m\c(r) < r>~m for all ; and m , using Proposition 2.2. Considering the Taylor expansion of u ai t and using the definition of the bm we conclude that in this case every solution of L at t converges at least on the disk (3.2) and is bounded there. In this case, any optimal basis satisfies the conditions of the theorem. The theorem is therefore proven in this case.
For the remainder of this argument we will therefore suppose that A,(L) has at least one root with absolute value larger than r~x . We let y be a root of maximal modulus and let k be the number of roots of modulus |y| ; then by the theory of Newton polygons we find that \qK\c(r) = \y\K, (3.7) \qj\c(r)<\y\J forl<j<K, \<Ij\c(r) < \y\j for K<j<n. From these inequalities, by applying induction to (3.6) one may easily verify that \bm]\c(r) < \y\m~J for all m and ;', and that \bH]\e(r) < \y\m~J for j < n -k when m > n. Therefore, every solution at / converges at least on the disk ord(x -t) > \/(p -1) + log 17j, and every solution is bounded on this disk.
We now claim that the equality \bm \c(r) -\y\m+x~n holds for infinitely many m £ If : First, we note that it holds for m = n -1. Now suppose that m > n and that \b^Z¡\(r) = \y\m~n but \b(m~X)\c(r) < \y\m+x~n. Then by applying induction to (3.6), using (3.7) and the estimate \b(m\c(r) < \y\m~j for j < n -k , we obtain \bn~K)\c(r) = \y\m+K-n . Now let j be minimal such that \b{m~j)\c(r) = \y\m+J~» ; then \ < j <k. Then (j -l)-fold application of the recursion formulae (3.6) leaves us with \b^r'\c^) = \y\m^-n, which verifies our claim.
It follows that if e £ Í2 and 0 < |e| < |y|, then the set 930 = {^o, • • • > ^-1} of solutions at t which are normalized by the conditions v¡J)(t) = ôij£n-x~] for 0 <j<n-1, v¡n~l)(t)=l forO<i<n-l is a basis of solutions at t which all converge and are bounded exactly on the uncircumferenced disk given by ord(x -t) > \/(p -1) + log|y|. This shows that at least one solution of L at t has ord(x -t) > \/(p -1) + log|y| as its exact disk of convergence. We now show that if A,(L) has roots of absolute value less than \y\, then L has solutions with radii of convergence strictly greater than those in 930 .
Suppose that 0 < k < n , where as before k is the number of roots of A,(L) of absolute value \y\, and all other roots have smaller absolute values. Then there exists a < \y\ such that \qK\c(r) = \y\K, (3.8) \q¡\c(r) < \y\l for 1 < / </c, \Qi\c(f) < \y\Ko'~K for k < i < n.
We set jo = n -k , and note that j0 > 0. Choose g such that g < \y\, g > r~x, and g > a. We will show that L has solutions converging on the Since a < g < \y\ and g > r~x , equations (3.8), Proposition 2.2, and the definition of jo together imply that in each term in the sum (3.11), the factor q"Zi satisfies \qt'Mr)<Q'-l°\qn-h\c(<), except for the term in which in = i = I, in which case we have the trivial equality. Then by considering the definition of in, we find that each term in the sum (3.11) for Am+"_^ satisfies l)e a(i~l) (r) < |£m_/0î"_Jc(r), except for the term gm_ioqn_j0 itself. Therefore we have |/2m+"_^|c(r) = \gm-i0qn-j0\c(r). From the definitions of io and jo we find |Am+"_¿Jc(r) > g~k°. Since m + n-ko^m + n, for p = \n\g~x we have llß -l||p > |fco!|W-S^|/W«-*0lc(r) > 1-This obviously contradicts the assumption that \\Q -\\\p < 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, there exist solutions of L at / which converge at least on the disk ord(x-r) > l/(p-l) + \ogg .
Thus we have shown that if A,(L) has roots of absolute value less than \y\, then L has solutions at t with radii of convergence strictly greater than those in <Bo. Therefore, if L has no solutions at t which have greater radius of convergence than those in 930, then 93o is an optimal basis and every root of At(L) has absolute value equal to |y|. The theorem is therefore proven in the case where 93o is an optimal basis.
We will now show that if 23o is not an optimal basis, then At(L) has roots of absolute value less than \y\. For this we will need to use the induction hypothesis. Suppose that there exist solutions of L at t which converge on a disk which properly contains the circumferenced disk ord(x -1) > 1 /(p -1 )+log |y \. Then by Lemma 3.3 there is a monic right factor M of L (with coefficients in Ec t r ) which annihilates precisely those solutions. By our hypotheses, if v is the order of M then 0 < v < n .
We write the equation A o M = L more explicitly in the form for 0 < fc < n . (Here we use çfo = go = fo = 1 as convention.) Since v < n , we may apply the induction hypothesis to M to conclude that every root of At(M) has absolute value less than \y\. It follows that \fj\c(r) < \y\j for 1 < j < v. Therefore, in equation (3.13), the expressions j\f~j in the terms of the sum for qn_k all satisfy (3.14) \jÍi:¡)\c(r)<\y\i+v-k except when j = v and i = /, in which case we have the trivial equality /o(0) = 1 • We first proceed to show that |g,|c(r) < \y\' for 0 < i < n -v . Supposing this does not hold, let i be maximal such that |g"_"_,|c(r) > \y\n~v~l. From (3.13), we see that for j = v, I = i, and fc = i + v, we have gn-v-i as a term in the sum for qn_k , and by (3.14) we find that all other terms in this sum have strictly smaller absolute value. Thus \qn-k\c(r) = \gn-v-¡\c(f) > \y\"~k , contradicting (3.7). Therefore we must have l&lcM < \y\l for all i.
Having defined v > 0 to be the order of M, and k to be the number of roots of A,(L) of absolute value \y\, we set p = n-K . We will now show that p = v.
Suppose 0 < fc < v . Then every term in the sum (3.13) for qn_k must have ; < v, so by (3.14) in these terms we have \f¿~j \c(r) < \y\'+v~k . From our estimate for |g,-|c(r) we then find that \qn-k\c(r) < \y\"~k ■ Then (3.7) shows that fc ^ p . Thus p is not less than v .
Suppose k>v.
Then the terms in the sum (3.13) for qn_k all satisfy (*\ s f{'-'] (/I 5n-v-iJu-j with equality holding if and only if v = j, i = I, and \gn-l/-i\c(r) = \y\n~"~l = \y\n~k . Since \qn-p\c(r) = \y\"~ß and p is minimal with this property, it follows that \gn-ß\c(r) = lyl"-*" and p is also minimal with this property.
Suppose then that p > v. We have \gn-p\c(r) -\y\n~'i, and \gn-k\c(r) < \y\n~k for v < k < p . Then A,(A) has n -p roots of absolute value \y\ and p -v roots of smaller absolute value. By applying the induction hypothesis to A, we find that there is exactly a (p -^-dimensional subspace of solutions to A u = 0 which converge on a disk which properly contains the circumferenced We are now able to construct the one-to-one correspondence described in the theorem. We recall that the solutions of M at t are precisely the solutions of (r)<\y\"-k, L at t which converge on a disk which properly contains the disk ord(x -r) > \/(p -1) + log \y\, and that our induction hypothesis states that the theorem holds for M. Therefore let 031 = {ux, ... ,uv} be any optimal basis for the kernel of M at t which satisfies the conditions of the theorem for M. It follows from the definitions of 03o and of M that 531 may be extended to form an optimal basis 23 for the kernel of L at t by including n -v elements of 23o, chosen so that 03 remains independent. To establish the correspondence for L, we first require that the n -v roots of A,(L) of absolute value |y| correspond to the n-v elements of 03 which were adjoined from 93o . Since \y\> r~x and the elements of 03o all have ord(x-t) > l/(/?-l)-l-log|y| as their exact disk of convergence, the conditions of the correspondence are satisfied for the roots of At(L) of magnitude \y\. Finally, since the correspondence between the roots of At(M) and the elements of 031 satisfies the required condition by the induction hypothesis, to complete the proof of the theorem for L it suffices to show that the absolute values of the roots of A,(M) are exactly the same as the absolute values of the roots of At(L) which are smaller than \y\.
Suppose then that At(M) has exactly / roots of absolute value a. Then a < \y\, and by the theory of Newton polygons there exists an integer j with 0 < j -I < j < v such that \fv.j\c(r) = K>av-i, By the theory of Newton polygons, equations (3.16) and (3.17) imply that A,(L) has exactly / roots with absolute value equal to a , as desired. Therefore, we have proven that L satisfies the conditions of the theorem. By induction, the theorem holds for all monic elements of 9tc>r, and the proof is complete.
Remarks. Although all optimal bases for the kernel of L at t have corresponding solutions with the same radii of convergence, in the above proof we have taken care to select a particular optimal basis 03 so that the elements of 03 which do not converge for ord(x -t) > \/(p -1) + ord(i -c) have uncircumferenced disks as their exact disks of convergence. We do not know whether the conditions of this theorem hold for every optimal basis 05 ; in particular, we know of no example of a linear differential operator having a solution at a generic point whose disk of convergence is circumferenced. It should be noted that if the absolute values of the roots of At(L) which are larger than r~x are all distinct, then every optimal basis for the kernel of L at / has the required property.
In [13] we have also shown that indeed every optimal basis for the kernel of L at t does satisfy the condition of this theorem when the operator L is of order two. Therefore, we can conclude that the disk of convergence is uncircumferenced for all solutions at / which do not converge on the disk (3.2) when the order of the operator is two or less. We conjecture that this is true for all L£mc<r.
The alternate method of proof for operators of order two given in [13] is based on an analysis of the continued fraction expansion for a solution to the Riccati equation associated to a second-order linear operator (cf. [6, §7.5]). There we showed that if L is of order two and A,(L) has roots of distinct absolute value with at least one root larger than r" ', then the larger of the two radii of convergence is determined exactly by the rate at which the continued fraction converges to a solution of the Riccati equation. Unfortunately this method does not readily extend to operators of order greater than two.
Applications
We first combine the results of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3. Corollary 4.1. Let L be a monic element of 0\Cyr and let t be a (c, r)-generic point. Suppose that mk < mk_x < ■ ■ ■ < mx are the slopes of the Newton polygon of At(L) and that the side of slope m¡ has horizontal length of projection n¡ for 1 < i < k ; suppose further that mi > -log r for 1 < i < j, and set n' = nj+x +-h nk . Then there exist monk elements Lx, ... , Lj, L' of 9\c,r of orders nx, ... ,n¡,n', respectively, such that
Furthermore, L' annihilates precisely those solutions of L at t which converge at least on the disk ord(x -t) > \/(p -1) + ord(i -c), and for 1 < i < j the product L(l' = LjO ■■■ o Lj oL' annihilates precisely those solutions of L at t which converge at least on the disk 1 ord(x -t) >-r + m¡.
p -1
Proof. The conditions on the Newton polygon of A,(L) imply that A,(L) has precisely n¡ roots of absolute value pm> for each i. Since the absolute values of the roots corresponding to the slopes m7+i, ... , mk are no larger than r'.we see from Theorem 3.1 that there is exactly an «'-dimensional space of solutions converging at least on the disk (3.2). By Lemma 3.3 there is a unique monic right factor L' of L (of order n' ) which annihilates precisely those solutions.
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the remaining roots of A,(L) shows that for 1 < i < j, the space of solutions converging at least for ord(x -t) > l/(p -\) + m¡ has dimension n,H-h n¡+ n'. Then by Lemma 3.3 there is a unique monic right factor L(,) of L (of order n,■ -\-h n¡■ + rí ) which annihilates precisely these solutions. From the uniqueness statement we see that L' is a right factor of each L(,), and that L('2> is a right factor of L(/l) whenever 1 < ix < i2 < j. This gives the required factorization.
We now connect the above results on radii of convergence with cerain properties of the index of a differential operator to give a partial proof of the indexradius conjecture of Robba. Formula (4.1) was proven by Robba for operators of order one [10] , and it was conjectured that this formula should hold for operators of any order provided the operator has no solution at a (c, rn)-generic point t which converges for ord(x-î) > ord(t-c).
The above corollary asserts that the formula holds under the stronger assumption that there is no solution converging for ord(x -t) > l/(p-l)-)-ord(i-c) ; this condition is equivalent to the condition that all roots X of A,(L) satisfy |A| > r¿~', by Theorem 3.1.
As further applications of Theorem 3.1 we present two results concerning the description of the solutions of linear differential operators.
Corollary 4.4. Let L £ ÍKc,r, and let t be a (c, r)-generic point. If L has an unbounded solution at t then that solution converges on an uncircumferenced disk which properly contains the disk (4.2) ord(x -t) > --+ ord(t -c).
Proof. From Theorem 3.1(i) we see that solutions at t which do not converge on the disk (4.2) are all bounded. Furthermore, if a solution converges at least on the disk (4.2), it is bounded on this disk by Theorem 3.1(h); therefore such a solution must converge on a strictly larger disk. But if an analytic function is unbounded, then its disk of convergence must be uncircumferenced. (i) For p >r~x, ô(t, p) is equal to the number of roots X of At(L) which satisfy \X\ < p.
(ii) For L £ 9\A as above, yr < ô(t, r~x).
Proof. The first result follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. For (ii), first suppose that « is a solution which is analytic on B(c, r~). Then whenever to is a (c, r0)-generic point with r0 < r, we know that u converges on B(t0, r^). Viewing the coefficients of L as elements of M(B(c, r^)), by Theorem 3.1 there is a corresponding root Xo of A,0(L) with |Ao| < r^x . It follows that yr < ö(to, ro~X) f°r all (c, r0)-generic points to with ro < r. Finally, the theory of Newton polygons implies that if A,0(L) has exactly j roots of absolute value at most r^x then \qn-i/qn-j\c(ro) < rl0~j for 0 < i < j. Since \h\c(ro) is a continuous function of rQ £ (0, r] for h £ M (A), we find that yr < ó (to, r^1) for all r0 < r implies that yr < ô(t, r_1) as well, giving (ii). This completes the proof.
We note that part (i) above implies that, if L £ <&A is completely soluble in the generic disk B(t, r~), then every root X of At(L) satisfies \X\ < r~x . Furthermore, if every root X of A,(L) satisfies \X\ > r~x, then L is completely insoluble in B(t,r~).
We present the following application to the study of solutions at irregular singular points as an extension of the idea in part (ii) above. Here we give a /j-adic proof and extension of a classical result. Corollary 4.6. Let L = D" + qxD"~x -\-\-q" £ 9iA, where A contains a disk about the point c £ K ;for 0 < j < n let w¡ --ordc q¡ denote the order of the pole of qj at x = c, with ro0 = 0. Assume that L has an irregular singularity at x = c ; thus w¡ -j > 0 for some j. Let k be the minimal integer with the following properties:
(i) The difference w¡ -j attains its maximal value when j = k. (ii) Among those indices j for which the above maximum is attained, the expression lim(x -c)w'qÁx)
x->c attains its maximal value when j = k. Then the space of solutions of Lu = 0 which are analytic near x = c has dimension at most n-k over Q. Proof. The hypotheses on L and the definition of fc imply that, for all sufficiently small r £ |Q*|, we have \qk\c(r) > r~k and \qk/qf\c(r) > rJ"k for all j < fc . It follows that A,(L) has at least fc roots of absolute value greater than r~x for all sufficiently small r. By Theorem 3.1, for small r there is at most an (n -fc)-dimensional space of solutions which can converge in B(t, r~). Since any solution u which is analytic at x = c converges in all (c, r)-generic disks when r is less than the radius of convergence of u at x = c, the result follows.
This result is an analogue of a well-known principle of operators with irregular singular points in the complex domain (e.g., [6, §17.11] ). If the coefficients of L are meromorphic and c £ C, then the class fc' of the irregular singular point x = c is defined to be the least integer which satisfies condition (i) in the statement of the above corollary. Then it is known that L u = 0 has at most n-k' independent complex regular solutions at x = c. This corollary implies that if L £ Q(x) [7) ] then this classical result is true with fc' replaced by the integer fc (defined above) associated to any />adic imbedding of <Q>. The interpretation is that, while n-k' is the degree of the classical indicial polynomial of L at x = c, n -k is a sharper upper bound for the number of roots of the indicial polynomial which can be />integral.
We conclude this article with a specific example. Here we use Theorem 3.1 to explain and analyze the phenomenon of distinct radii of convergence of solutions of the second-order operator which annihilates the confluent hypergeometric function. where a £ K satisfies \a\ < 1. It has been noted by Monsky that this operator has solutions with distinct radii of convergence at a generic point t satisfying \t -1| = 1 when a £ Zp is not a negative integer. This phenomenon has been treated by Robba and Dwork in [8, 5] , using the fact that for such values of a, the confluent hypergeometric function iFl \a'P' -p-) = izWÜM KT~)
is a solution of L near x = 1 which converges in 73(1, l-), so there is also a solution which converges and is bounded in B(t, 1~) ; however, the Wronskian at t does not converge on B(t, 1~). We will use Theorem 3.1 to show that La has solutions with distinct radii of convergence at all generic points t for c = 1 under the weaker hypothesis that \a\ < 1.
Let t be a (1, r)-generic point and let A, a be the roots of At(L), with \X\ > \a\. When r < 1 we have \X\ -pr~x, \a\ = \a\, while for r > 1 we have \X\ = p , \a\ = \a\r~x . We find from Theorem 3.1 that for all r, there is a one-dimensional space of solutions at t which converge at least for ord(x -t) >-r + ord(i -1)
p -1 and are bounded on that disk; the remaining solutions converge and are bounded exactly on the disk ord(x -t) > y + ord(t -1) ( resp. ord(x -t) > i v ' V v ' P-i.
when r < 1 (resp. r > 1 ). Therefore for any a £ K n 73(0, 1+), the operator La has solutions with distinct radii of convergence at every (1, r)-generic point, regardless of the radius r. We therefore consider the existence of solutions with distinct radii of generic convergence an analytic property of La (depending only on the norms of the coefficients), although for r = 1 the existence of a solution converging in B(t, 1~) is an algebraic property of La when a £ 1P . We remark that the convergence behavior of La is slightly different when \a\ > 1. If we let \a\ -p, for example, then for r < 1 we have \X\ = pr~x, \a\ = p , while for r > 1 we have \X\ = \a\ = pr~xl2 . So for r < p~x there are solutions at / with ordinals of convergence + ord(i -1 ) and at least-+ ord(t -1 ), p-\ v ' p-\ respectively; for p~x < r < 1 the ordinals of convergence are + ord(f-l) and p-í v ' p-V respectively; but for r > 1 all solutions have the same ordinal of convergence + \ord(t-l). p-\ 2
In particular, for r < 1, the radii of convergence of solutions at ( 1, r)-generic points t are distinct, while for r > 1 all solutions have the same radius of convergence.
